# Section - Asset Management

## Information Technology (Assets)
- Lifecycle Management for Information, Hardware, Software, and Services

## Furniture
- Furniture Policy

## Intellectual Property
- Intellectual Property Acknowledgment Policy
- Nondisclosure Agreements
- Patent and Copyright Review Policy - B
- Patents - Publication Clearance Policy
- Patents – Record of Invention Policy
- Software Disclosure and Distribution

## Licensing
- Conflict of Interest in Licensing
- Reporting Inventions and Electing Title
- Fairness of Opportunity
- Licensing Income and Royalty Distribution
- U.S. Competitiveness in Licensing

## Procurement
- Business Cards Policy
- Consultants to Berkeley Lab, Hiring
- Printing and Duplicating Policy
- Procurement of Goods and Services
- Receiving Materials

## Property
- Materials and Property, Excess
- Personal Property Management Policy
- Property Tagging
- Real Property Asset Management
- Vehicles, Use of Laboratory or Government
- Vehicles, Management of Laboratory or Government Fleet

## Space Management
- Leased Space Program
- Space Management Policy